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Letter from
the Editor
IN JANUARY 2022, I was thrilled to be selected to serve as
co-editor of the WILLed Magazine, along with Maggie Garden.
Little did I understand how much the assignment would mean
for me personally and professionally. As I sit down to write my
first Letter from the Editor for the Summer edition of WILLed
Magazine, I am reminded of other times in my life when I tried
something new – the frightening first time when my brother
abandoned me with a simple, “You can do it on your own,”
which resulted in me sliding halfway down a very long concrete
alpine slide in New Jersey without the cart and ending up with
abrasions covering my right arm and leg – to the exciting first
time when I played piano as the only instrumentation for the
high school musical production of “Anything Goes”, and was
astounded at my triumph.
In April 2022, the amazingly accomplished women who belong
to WILL joined together at the WILL Forum. I sat in awe at
all the great firsts which were shared by the speakers and by
those who sat with me at presentations each day or with whom
I enjoyed meals. On our last day, several of us went to lunch
together and although, many of these women I had just met,
I felt I’d known them a lifetime. Suffice it to say, I will certainly
remember their stories, but might not be able to remember their
names. Don’t we all have our faults?
One morning, while waiting for the next speaker, a small group
started discussing all the stories we were hearing and decided
we were hungry for more – Regina Slowey, Julia Keys, Kathleen
Kramer, Renee Schultz and I came up with the idea for the
Summer issue: Our Empowering Journeys. We knew it was
asking people to share their personal stories and dig deep to
find what led them to where they are today. Inquiring minds
wanted to know, and maybe even one of us wanted to share
our own story. I also remember having my own ‘aha’ moment at
the conference when one member shared how she had always
been a ‘people-pleaser’-- one of those mixed blessings that
can really weigh a person down. I thought to myself, “Wait! I’m
not the only one who feels that way?” Hearing other people’s
stories help you realize how ‘not alone’ you are in this world.
In this issue, we hear many different stories of perseverance.
Julia Keys shares a powerful and poignant poem about her
navigation through foster homes to independence; Annalise
Hayes DeLuca writes about battling infertility to achieve the
goal of motherhood; Kathryn DeLeeuw recounts how she
adapted her life for her disabilities; Erica Fujimoto writes
about how getting a job using Japanese didn’t come to fruition
but ended up right where she wanted to be; and Michelle
Gilbert shares details about the life of the awe-inspiring
Mother Theresa.

Susan Page sets the stage for all these articles with
an original poem, Empowering Journey. Amanda Green
documents the charity, Patriot Paws, and recaps the events
and money raised at the WILL Forum for this inspiring
organization. In addition, Kathleen Kramer and I provide
another installment of ‘Getting to Know You,’ highlighting
new members of ALFN. Be sure to participate in the online
matching game to be entered to win a prize.
As you begin the Summer of 2022, think back on your own
story. Recognize the roadblocks you have overcome to get
to where you are and those barriers which stand in the way
of where you want to be in the future. By overcoming these
challenges – which face it could just be recovering from a bout
of COVID – there are more wonderful experiences to be had in
your life and in the life of those around you. Share your stories
with your friends.
Happy Summer,

MICHELE LUBLIN
Director of Operations
Rubin Lublin, LLC
mlublin@rlselaw.com
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The

ROAD LESS TRAVELED
BY JULIA KEYS
DIRECTOR OF CLIENT SERVICES
ORLANS PC
JKEYS@ORLANS.COM

The story goes that all roads traveled eventually lead to Rome.
Better defined is that all of those roads, they eventually lead us back home.
To the center of things, to one’s greatest self-worth and their magnificent being.
To their highest potential, their life’s true purpose and meaning.
As a child, we are unaware of the world’s complexity existing beyond that of a vivid imagination.
We are born free of emotional trauma, jaded views and fear of damaged reputations.
We know no bounds of limitations or struggle.
Where innocence lives, happiness found by the hour, represents our biggest challenge to juggle.
The innocence of a child breathes life into the universe from the very start.
All things are beautiful, unwavering trust is granted towards all, with an open and receptive heart.
I remember a time when life was simplistic and easy.
It was for a short period of time ending abruptly at thirteen, where a shift in my reality quickly
awakened me.
To the cold hard truths of the world and their ways.
Fast forwarding through time like a travel machine cutting through space.
The blue skies and fields of green I once saw in my dreams,
Had become a distant memory of listening to children’s cries and their screams.
Finding myself in a cold and unfamiliar home of new faces.
I quickly learned that this would be the first of many places,
I would eat, sleep and live around dozens of children of all cultures, zip codes and ages,
Who like me, would share in the sentiment that love is so precious, more precious than gold.
With deeper meanings, even more so to those to whom it was rarely shown.
A sisterhood, a brotherhood, a family was formed over time.
Between myself and 126 others whom would spend the next few years periodically by my side.
13 high schools and 19 homes later, I recall.
At times, wondering if life was worth living at all.
Every month or so, the county would reappear
At the front door of my new foster parent’s door with another court order for me to disappear.
Time to move on to the next destination.
There was never an authentic or reliable explanation.
Just new children coming in, making room for the significance in numbers
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Of overflow placements needed to accommodate new cases in line with a system
broken and heavily encumbered
With sadness and terror in their eyes, for their stories were dark
More so than that of mine whose parents had merely decided to disembark.
Raising children is no easy task, for that I am now aware
That said, I spent many adolescent years wondering how a parent was unable to care
With their child far away, being raised by strangers
Perhaps being out of sight and out of mind, relinquished the worry for the potential of danger
Children as young as six months to sixteen.
Needing shelter from all things unseen.
Despite the instability experienced each day, somehow my faith gave me endless hope, come what may.
My high school boyfriend and best friend gave his all to provide
An emotional sanctuary of safety and refuge from the world and its lies
At 17, in a group home, I recall the day that I learned
I was no longer walking alone.
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A new beginning to which I was unaware, the start of a life changing journey
I was carrying another life when I realized the meaning of being worthy
Of love and of blessings, of all things unforeseen.
I knew that my purpose was bigger than just me.
The road less traveled was ridiculed by everyone in my circumference.
For how could they understand what was so unfamiliar to them in between their cast of judgments.
They shamed me for continuing my journey and pursuit
Of finding and giving the kind of unconditional love that I no longer knew.
The state was convincing, they presented their threats
To take my little girl into a repetitive scenario at onset
A product of their system, raised by strangers, my little girl would mimic my full silhouette.
Separating us by distance and miles was their plan
Placing her, like me, in unfamiliar hands
I was determined to find a way to unwind their commands
To navigate the roughness of the waters ahead
To build a life for myself and my daughter instead
Blessed with a spirit of resilience, independence and strength, I continued to trust
That this was not the end of the road less traveled typically frowned upon and discussed
Amongst others in my distant family who looked down on me in disgust
They were merely my motivation, overthrust.
I focused every day on finishing high school
A goal that statistically, was against all the conventional rules
On Wednesday nights, the schedule was predictably known
Our group home of 10 would travel to the “Y” and was given a few hours alone
I researched for weeks the Justice & Administrative Center
It was walking distance from the “Y” and successfully, I became my daughter’s defender
I snuck out the back door six Wednesdays consecutive
Carefully, I crossed four lanes of traffic to challenge the narrative
That the law did not provide an avenue of escape for divine protection
An opportunity for intervention in the name of human reflection
I refused to believe that I did not have a fair argument or objection
For hours and days turning to weeks at a time, I studied in the basement law library my rights
I learned of emancipation clauses, motions, due process and forms
Poppers affidavits for the indigent categories of assistance outside of societal norms
I gathered my paperwork; file stamped my motions with the clerk
I petitioned the Judge with exhibits of information to support my commitment to making raising my
daughter, my life’s work
Within a few weeks of time, my case worker was astounded
“You have a court date, Julia and how did this happen?”
I prepared myself for next steps, locating an apartment and employment
With a humble heart, I stood in front of a Judge, blue-print in hand, sturdy yet poignant
With hope in his eyes, he listened intently and was slow to respond as I held onto every moment
He smiled for a while and nodded his head
He mentioned his 30 years on the bench and never had he misread
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The law as he interprets it to be read
He mentioned to me that I was full of life and inspiring
That he did find case law to support my findings
That I was of able heart, mind and spirit to provide for my daughter
A life that was different.
He was impressed with the time and effort I had spent.
Before he ruled in my favor to emancipate me that day,
He turned to me and said, “I do not know how Julia, but somehow, I know that you will be okay.”
The roads less traveled are unique, yet far spread.
Everyone’s past has meaning, inspiration with relatability to be found in so many victories left unsaid.
They are meant to be shared, understood and to perpetuate us, as humanity, lightyears ahead.
Fast forward to today, some would say I took the long way home.
The journey of the unknown. Walking down a dark path alone.
Some are completely unaware that I would never change a single entry or timeline of my story
Perseverance is not taught, rather it is experienced through the lowest of times
during the pursuit of happiness and glory
My first home purchase was at eighteen years old, college to follow.
Many more entries to my life’s journal and the peak of my arrival.
Learning lessons along the way, touching many hot stoves,
Learning to love myself was the discovery of a later pattern I wove
Letting go of resentment and finding peace in today
A deeper understanding that my parents were merely able to do what they knew and had learned along the way.
I earned my way from the bottom at just 18 years old
With no experience, given a chance, taking collection calls from a rotary phone.
Each day, I worked harder than the last
To prove to myself, I was more than capable of rising above my past.
The moral of the road less traveled is this
How can we determine our greatest strengths?
Without character tests, challenges, mountains to climb - in order to fully experience the beauty in life’s gifts?
There is joy to be found in the journey through the struggle of the unknown.
In finding forgiveness from those who may have hurt us the very most.
My biggest of accomplishments thus far
Are found in raising tiny humans and watching them grow, now near and afar.
Accepting what I know and changing future cycles of what I have come to understand
To provide a legacy of love, healing and forgiveness for what I can’t
Finding happiness in today, in those around me and in being alive
Makes the road less traveled worth every ounce of strength I tapped into to survive
Let not your heart be troubled by this story’s context I have conveyed
For it is one of resilience, love, dedication and strength which has paved the way
For the foundation I am now proud to say that I have laid.
With so much love,
Julia Keys
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From Powerless
to Powerful
My Journey to Motherhood
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BY ANNALISE HAYES DELUCA
PARTNER
MCMICHAEL TAYLOR GRAY, LLC
ADELUCA@MTGLAW.COM

MY MOST EMPOWERING journey came from a
place where I felt my most powerless. For me, that
was the journey to bring my daughter, Raegan,
into the world. I was entirely unprepared for an
infertility diagnosis. I wasn’t the person who was
“supposed” to struggle getting pregnant. In Fall
2018, my husband and I were so naïve to think
we would be going on one last trip before having
children. Avid travelers, we would get it out of our
system for a bit to focus on beginning our family.
I was twenty-nine, eating and drinking my way
through Italy and thinking this was going to be the
start of a relatively easy path to motherhood. It
was not.
About a year after that trip, with no luck, I knew it was time to get
serious. I called my doctor. He scheduled me for a few standard
tests and some basic bloodwork. Everything came back totally
and completely normal. In fact, the nurse described my bloodwork as beautiful. Why then, did I start sobbing in the middle
of the office? In a way, not knowing the root cause was so much
worse because I desperately needed a plan of attack. I needed my
marching orders, and none were to be had. At this point, I was
still part of the unexplained infertility club, which accounts for
approximately fifteen percent of couples diagnosed with infertility. I was told to relax, that I would probably be pregnant in the
next three months. I was not.
Early 2020 came, and I was no longer interested in simply hoping and praying, so I reached out to a local Reproductive Endocrinologist who specialized in treating infertility. Upon several
recommendations, I also began seeing an acupuncturist with the
goal of improving fertility. Surely now that I had experts in my
corner, this would be a quick fix. After our initial meeting with
the specialist and going through another round of testing, I was
once again told there was no apparent reason why I shouldn’t
already be pregnant. The solution was to try an Intrauterine Insemination (IUI) since that was the least invasive method and
ALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3 15

One thing people may not
realize about infertility — it
steals the surprises.

was mostly covered by insurance. In the middle of a
global pandemic, I was masking up and heading to
weekly appointments.
Month after month, I would hold my breath for
the call that would either shatter my heart to pieces
or make all my dreams come true. Each month I
would have to keep it together while falling apart
inside. I specifically remember the call from my doctor’s office after our fourth and final IUI. I knew in
my heart it hadn’t worked, but hearing those words
never got easier. Immediately after hanging up, I
had to get on a Zoom hearing and move on with my
day. It wasn’t until I got in my car to go home that
I was able to really digest what it all meant. I cried
the entire way home and collapsed into my husband’s arms as soon as I walked through the door.
The emotional weight of it all was just too much to
carry. I felt completely powerless.
16 ALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3

As mid-2020 came around, we were looking at surgery. After being told by both my regular doctor and
the specialist that endometriosis was low on their list
of reasons why I wasn’t pregnant, I was told we could
do an exploratory laparoscopy. The impression I was
given was certainly not to get my hopes up that they
would find anything of note. I was nervous, but ready
for anything that might provide an answer. At my
pre-operative appointment, I asked the specialist if he
had ever found anything else they weren’t looking for
while in there (i.e., a tumor). A bit patronizingly, he
assured me it had only happened once in his entire
twenty-five years of performing these surgeries. Not
to sound like an overachiever, but I was the second.
It wasn’t until my post-operative appointment nearly
two weeks later I was informed not only did I have endometriosis, but that they also removed a tumor from
my left ovary. Luckily, it was benign, but my infer-

tility suddenly went from completely unexplained, to
definitely explained. Now that I had an explanation, I
should be able to get pregnant fairly quickly, right? I
did not.
After recovering for a bit, it was time to move on
to in vitro fertilization (IVF). The destination I was
trying so desperately to avoid, but in my heart always
knew we’d eventually arrive. First came the egg retrieval in October 2020. After weeks of injections that
left me bruised, bloated, and hormonal beyond belief,
it was time to see what we were working with. I woke
up after the procedure to the news they had retrieved
thirteen eggs. At that point, it was a numbers game. Of
those thirteen eggs, eight fertilized. Of those eight fertilized eggs, we ended up with three embryos. While
it wasn’t strictly recommended by my doctor given my
age, we decided to genetically test our three embryos
to help decide which, if any, to transfer. A couple of
agonizing weeks later, the nurse called to say the results were in and to schedule a follow-up. I couldn’t
breathe. I begged her to tell me we had at least one that
we could use. Even though she wasn’t supposed to, she
confirmed we did have one – bless her. It turns out
one was abnormal, one was normal, and another was
inconclusive - go figure. Now that we had a genetically
normal embryo, I’d be pregnant in a month, right? I
was not.
I had never felt more ready to see something through,
but there would still be a few more roadblocks to get
through. My egg retrieval was in October, and the genetic results came back in November, so I figured we
would be looking at December for the transfer. However, after speaking with the doctor, and because I really
needed this to work the first time, I decided to proceed
with an Endometrial Receptivity Analysis test to determine my ideal implantation window. I won’t go into
all the details, but it is not for the faint of heart. After
a few weeks and after the sample traveled all the way
to Spain to be tested, my results were in. I was one of
the one-in-four women who was either pre-receptive
or post-receptive compared to the general guidelines
for embryo implantation. Armed with that information, we were now officially ready to proceed with the
embryo transfer, right? We were not. My doctor would
be skiing the week of my projected transfer, so I was

highly discouraged from “rushing it,” as if this had
been a speedy process to begin with.
Finally, over a year after I first sought out help from
the Reproductive Endocrinologist, and two and a half
years after we first began trying to conceive, it was
time for my transfer. Never one to leave any stone unturned, I was wearing fuzzy socks (warm feet), I had
needles sticking me all over the place (acupuncture
to help with blood flow) and was planning on getting
McDonald’s fries post-transfer (not entirely sure the
reasoning on that one). Right before the main event,
the embryologist brought me a picture of my little embryo that could, and we began. I cannot recall if the
process was 10 minutes or 10 seconds. All I remember
is crying as it was happening. The nurses and doctor
tried to comfort me and assured me any discomfort
would be over soon. What they didn’t understand and
what I couldn’t properly convey in that moment, was
that these were not tears of pain. They were tears of relief and joy. No matter what the outcome, I had finally
made it this far. After the procedure, I went home to
rest, and the remainder was out of my hands.
Despite being advised to wait for a blood test, I woke
up at 5 a.m. on May 24, 2021. I could not wait a minute longer even though my appointment was not for
another two days. I snuck into the bathroom to take a
pregnancy test, wanting to process the results on my
own. It was positive. One thing people may not realize about infertility – it steals the surprises. I didn’t
get to plan a cute announcement for my husband or
family because everyone already knew about every
appointment and milestone. However, it turns out
I was able to catch our families off guard since they
weren’t expecting any news for another couple of days.
There were tears and celebrations that I will never forget. About nine months later, after dozens of months
spent waiting, hundreds of injections, and thousands
of prayers, we welcomed Raegan Ann DeLuca into the
world. That’s a story for another day, but what I can
say is that the hardest season of my life only made me
a stronger, more powerful person who is no longer so
afraid of the unknown.
If anyone wants to reach out for support, information, or just someone to listen who has been there,
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
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MAKE OTHER
PEOPLE HAPPY
EMPOWERING JOURNEY
OF MOTHER TERESA

BY MICHELLE GARCIA GILBERT
MANAGING PARTNER
GILBERT GARCIA GROUP, P.A.
MGILBERT@GILBERTGROUPLAW.COM
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THE

BEGINNING

She seems to be an unusual focus for accomplished
and worldly attorneys, client relations liaisons, and
operations managers involved with default servicing
legal services. At a mere five feet tall, coming from a
modest and obscure childhood, Mother Teresa made a
major impact for the empowerment of women.
Born on August 26, 1910 in Skopje, Macedonia
(now the Republic of Macedonia), her birth name was
Gonxha Agnes Bojazhiu, and she was the youngest of
three children, with an older brother and older sister.
Her father died unexpectedly when she was eight, and
her mother and Jesuit parish community continued to
provide support to her, especially in connection with
her Catholic faith.
When she was 18, she joined the Institute of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, a religious community in Ireland,
where she was given the name Mary Teresa, after the
Catholic saint, Therese of Lisieux, who died at the age
of 24 in 1897 from tuberculosis. A few months later,
she traveled to Calcutta, India, now known as Kolkata,
and joined the Loreto Entally community and worked
as a teacher at St. Mary’s School for girls. After she became a nun in 1937, she changed her name to Mother
Teresa and continued as teacher, and then principal of
the school in 1944.1

“CALL WITHIN A CALL”
Beginning in 1946, as Mother Teresa took a train
from Calcutta to Darjeeling for a retreat, she had visions and messages from God asking her to dedicate
her life to caring for the poor. She then founded the
Missionaries of Charity, which eventually was recognized by the Catholic Church in Calcutta in 1950,
after considerable lobbying and patience, and which
now numbers over 4,000 members. At this point, she
continuously worked in the slums of Calcutta to care
for the poor and sick, and her Missionaries expanded
throughout the world.
She stood in contrast to a materialistic and ambitious world, armed only with love for the least
among us. Mother Teresa and her colleagues’ mission was and is “…to love and serve the poorest of
the poor, both materially and spiritually, not only
in the slums, but also all over the world, wherever they may be.” 2 For example, the Missionaries
currently work with 61 childrens’ homes housing
ill and disabled children; with 180 homes for abandoned and dying destitute people and for physically and mentally challenged adults; and ten homes
for leprosy patients.
From 1950 forward, until her death on September
5, 1997, and beyond, Mother Teresa grew the Mission-

1 . https://www.nationalshrine.org/blog/celebrating-the-life-of-mother-teresa-a-witness-of-charity/
2 https://missionariesofcharity.org/our-objective.html
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FROM HUMBLE
BEGINNINGS, MOTHER
TERESA FACED
OBSTACLES ON HER
JOURNEY TO FOLLOW
THE CALL OF GOD AND
TO SERVE THE POOREST
OF THE POOR.

aries of Charity network, adding ancillary groups
for priests, religious brothers and lay people. Her
efforts were recognized with numerous awards,
including the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979, and canonization, or sainthood in 2016, now making her
known also as St. Teresa.3

LESSONS OF EMPOWERMENT
In no particular order, Mother Teresa taught the
world many timeless lessons. She understood poverty
existed not just in connection with being hungry or
poor or homeless. Poverty includes feeling unwanted
and unloved, or “(t)he hunger for love is much more
difficult to remove than the hunger for bread.”
Her lessons, again in no particular order, and certainly not exhaustive, include:
• Make People Happy: “Spread love everywhere you
go. Let no one ever come to you without leaving
happier.” “We shall never know all the good that
a simple smile can do.”
• Every Effort Counts: “We ourselves feel that
what we are doing is just a drop in the ocean.
But the ocean would be less because of that

missing drop.” “If you can’t feed a hundred people, just feed one.”
• Attitude Matters: “Not all of us can do great things.
But we can do small things with great love.”
• Live in the Present: Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow
has not yet come. We have only today. Let us begin.”
• Be Faithful in Small Things: Be faithful in
small things because it is in them that your
strength lies.”

WOMAN OF GREAT VISION
From humble beginnings, Mother Teresa faced obstacles on her journey to follow the call of God and
to serve the poorest of the poor. She was a young
woman in the 1940s, working in a traditional role
for women as a teacher, and she moved forward to
create a worldwide and enduring mission that has
forever impacted humankind.
May we all be so fortunate as to emulate Mother
Teresa in some small way…

3 https://www.britannica.com/explore/100women/profiles/mother-teresa
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THE

WOMEN
OF WILL
EMPOWERING EACH OTHER
TO EMPOWER OTHERS,
PATRIOT PAWS EVENT RECAP

BY AMANDA V. GREEN
ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL
LOGS LEGAL GROUP LLP
AVGREEN@LOGS.COM
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Since its inception, the mission of Women In
Legal Leadership (WILL) has been to cultivate
women leaders, empowering them to rise not only
within their workplace, but within our industry and
beyond. The founding members of WILL strongly
believe that to carry out this mission, it was
necessary to incorporate an annual philanthropic
event at the WILLPOWER Summit.
Looking back over the years, WILLPOWER
has fully embodied this mission of empowering our members and empowering others.
One of our initial activities was to gather
business attire and accessories for “Dress
for Success.” Dress for Success empowers
women to achieve economic independence
by providing a network of support, professional attire, and career development tools.
In 2018, WILLPOWER partnered with The
Ruth Cheatham Foundation Scholarship
Program, to provide funding to cancer patients and survivors between the ages of 17
and 26. The funds raised allowed patients
and survivors to continue their education
through an accredited undergraduate school,
trade school or graduate school. In 2019 we
partnered with The Family Place, an organization that empowers victims of family violence by providing safe housing, counseling,
and skills that create independence.
In 2019, the WILLPOWER leadership
team was overwhelmingly impressed and
touched by the mission of Patriot PAWS,
and we selected that organization for our
2020 WILLPOWER Summit charity partner.
When the pandemic caused the 2020 conference to be placed on hold, the leadership
team committed to work with this organization at the next Summit. It was a great
24 ALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3

honor to finally be able to work with the Patriot PAWS team and host them at the 2022
WILLPOWER Summit in Dallas, Texas this
past Spring.
The mission of Patriot PAWS is to train and
provide service dogs of the highest quality at
no cost to disabled American veterans with
mobile disabilities. These dogs help restore
the physical and emotional independence for
these veterans. The Founder of Patriot PAWS,
Lori Stevens, aptly puts that donating to this
organization is like setting off fireworks; so
much grows out of giving a dog to a veteran.
In working with this organization and hearing the various testimonials of the trainers,
puppy raisers and the recipients, it is clear
Patriot PAWS is impacting and empowering
so many lives.
We also learned through our conversations with the organization the need for
quality, no cost, service dogs is great. Patriot
PAWS receives over 400 phone calls a month
from veterans seeking help and the waiting
list for a service dog continues to grow. An
average quality service dog takes about three
years to be fully trained. From birth through
graduation, the cost of the service dog and
its training is approximately $35,000.
In 2008, Patriot Paw’s partnered with
a service dog training program inside the

Texas Department of Criminal Justice. This
partnership not only helps Patriot PAWS
train more service dogs for disabled veterans
but benefits the inmates in overcoming challenges associated with life in prison, creates
career opportunities for inmates after release, and helps them contribute and give
back to society while incarcerated. Several
of the inmate trainers have become full-time
employees at Patriot PAWS after they were
released from prison. Program participant
recidivism rates are drastically reduced to
less than 3%, well below the State and National averages. The Patriot PAWS and Texas
Department of Criminal Justice partnership
is considered one of the most successful programs of this type in the country.
The service dogs rotate to a new puppy
raiser/trainer about every two months to
ensure they are properly socialized. Patriot
PAWS also utilizes full-time volunteer puppy raisers and even college students at Texas

A&M to fully socialize and train the puppies.
Patriot PAWS Service dogs are unique in
that they are tailored to the individual veteran recipient and trained to perform various
disability specific tasks. The primary goal
is to increase the veteran’s self-sufficiency
through the assistance of the personalized
service animal. The service animals are
trained to accomplish various daily tasks
such as, assisting with laundry, retrieving
items and prosthetics, opening and closing
doors, pulling wheelchairs, getting help if
needed, provide bracing to stand, walk and
sit down and even to recognize and avert
PTSD episodes.
Patriot PAWS, Ambassador, Paul Knorr
joined us with puppy raiser/trainer, Paula Sterling, and puppy, Bailey at this year’s
WILLPOWER Summit. Paul and Paula recounted many amazing stories of just how
much these service dogs have changed the
lives of the veterans in this program. I beALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3 25

lieve one of the most touching stories was of a young
female veteran suffering from crippling anxiety and
PTSD. Prior to receiving her service dog, she had not
left her home in over two years. As part of the training
process, the veteran and the dogs have a two week in
person training session together, at which point they
also go into the community, participate in community
events, and interact within the public at the grocery
store or local hardware stores. The required face-toface training portion was the first time this young
woman had left her house in over two years. At the
beginning of the training, one of the assignments was
to walk into the local Home Depot with a service dog
and perform various commands. This individual was
not able to make it past the entrance before she left
and retreated to her car. So much growth and change
took place throughout her in person training thatthis
veteran was able to eventually graduate from the program with her service dog. The service dog truly empowered and changed this young woman’s life, as she
went on to attend college, graduate school, and is now
working outside of the country in England.
I can’t think of a better way to empower someone

than to give them back their independence, freedom
and empower them to reclaim their life after suffering
traumatic events or a loss of a limb related to serving
our country and defending our independence and freedom. For those of you who donated to Patriot PAWS
or participated in the WILLPOWER Summit auction,
we greatly thank you. In total, we were able to raise
$10,304.34, enough funds to be granted the right to
name a service dog. Be on the lookout for future communications on this naming process. What an honor it
will be to name one of these precious puppies that will
go on to serve a veteran.
As we prepared for the WILL Patriot PAWS event,
we set a goal of raising $35,000, which is the cost to
train one service animal. If we reach that goal, we
can follow the puppy throughout its entire training,
through graduation and the awarding of the service
dog to a disabled veteran. Our fundraising campaign
is still actively accepting donations. If you would like
to make a monetary donation, please reach out to either Susan Rosen at ALFN or Amanda Green at LOGS
Legal Group, for further information on how you can
donate and support this worthy mission.

Bankruptcy & Restructuring
Creditors' Rights
Business Law
Litigation
Real Estate
Oil & Gas

Keri P. Ebeck

More board-certified bankruptcy and creditors'
rights attorneys in the state of Pennsylvania
than any other law firm

Bankruptcy Partner
Bernstein-Burkley, P.C.
601 Grant Street, 9th Floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412.456.8100 | 412.456.8135 fax | bernsteinlaw.com

Journey
E M P OW E R IN G

BY SUSAN G. PAGE

INVOICING SUPERVISOR

MACKIE WOLF ZIENTZ & MANN, P.C.
SPAGE@MWZMLAW.COM

One day at a time,
On this journey we climb.
Reaching new heights,
After setting our sights.
Traveling new roads,
Being fearless and letting go.
Remembering the past,
Knowing it doesn’t last.
Striving to not waste time,
Sometimes pretending everything is fine.
Growing in all aspects,
and developing to connect.
Having the power to maintain,
And learning from mistakes.
Being confident and strong,
Finding the place where you belong.
Through the ups and downs of life,
This empowering journey is worth the fight.
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I’M GOING TO
GET A JOB
USING MY
JAPANESE
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BY E R I C A F U J I M OTO
D I R EC TO R O F D E FAU LT S E R V I C E S
A F F I N I T Y C O N S U LT I N G G R O U P
E F U J I M OTO @ A F F I N I T YC O N S U LT I N G . C O M

I GRADUATED UNIVERSITY with a double-major in
International Business and Japanese Studies. I spent 3 years
studying and working in Japan, and I speak conversationally
fluent Japanese with the accent of a native. I expected I would
move on to a career in the high-powered business space,
possibly investment banking or something similar, speaking
Japanese all day long. It might seem like a cruel joke (said
with a wry smile) that 25 years later, I find myself a seasoned
legal industry professional with 23 years experience in default
services. My story does come with some ups and downs,
though, and in particular, one very trying experience where
I actually considered just quitting and moving to a different
industry altogether.

In 1999, I had just returned from Japan, and my goal
was to land a job using my Japanese (get used to it there is a clear theme here). My husband and I decided
to target 5 cities for our respective job searches, and
we would move wherever one of us found a job first.
My husband got a job in Columbus, Ohio, and off we
went. I started scouring the newspaper for positions
(yes - the PAPER NEWS!). After a week of not finding
a job, I started to freak out (for those who know me,
this will not be surprising). Feeling on the verge of
desperation, I decided I would just take the first job
I could find that made sense, so I decided to attend a
local job fair.
Let me tell you, I was probably the only college
graduate at this job fair. They were hiring for positions
at places like Taco Bell and The Gap. Then I stumbled upon the Chase Manhattan Mortgage supervisor
30 ALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3

who was hiring for their pre-foreclosure department.
He literally hired me on the spot, exclaiming how
shocked he was to find a college grad, let alone one
who had graduated with honors. He was ecstatic, and
I just kept reminding myself this was just temporary only until I could find a job using my Japanese.
Within about six months at Chase, I was training
all the new people in our 600+ person department
on systems and basic terminology. I sort of took this
upon myself because my onboarding/initial training
experience was painful at best. I sat with a team member who showed me what I now know to be a newspaper publication notice and told me it was a first legal,
and that part of my job was to enter the first legal date
into our computer system. When I asked her what a
first legal was, she replied, “it is this document.” When
I asked her if they all look exactly the same, she said

I started scouring the newspaper for
positions (yes − the PAPER NEWS!).
no, but had no idea how to identify what I was
looking at. Needless to say, the training program
needed help.
About a year or so into my tenure at Chase,
two team lead positions came open, and I was
encouraged by my AVP to apply. The two men I
was up against for the positions had both been
at Chase for about five years, and they were both
good at their jobs, so I wasn’t holding my breath.
The supervisors reluctantly interviewed me
(they felt I was not seasoned enough to qualify),
but in the end, they told the AVP they were both
conflicted because they were highly impressed,
but didn’t feel they could pass over the other applicants. The AVP commended me and let me
know that THE NEXT lead position would be
mine guaranteed.
When the next position came open, I didn’t get
it. I think it is an understatement to say that both
the AVP and I were shocked that the woman supervisor’s reason was, “I felt I needed a male
counterpart as my team lead.” That same day, on
the verge of wanting to quit, I walked into the
AVP’s office and asked for a transfer to Florida.
It is probably not surprising I had my transfer
within about two months. The transfer gave me
the opportunity to join the bankruptcy team in
Florida and expand my default industry knowledge. I loved the new work I was doing even
more than foreclosure, but my plan was to work
out my required time to pay for my relocation,
and then get a job using my Japanese.
I had the perfect opportunity to do just that
when about 18 months later, Chase announced
they were closing the Deerfield Beach office
where I was working. I decided THIS was my
chance! I would finally get a job using my Japanese. As fate would have it, however, I started

getting phone calls from local default services
firms offering me a job. At first, I declined, stating my intentions to exit the industry, but once
the offers started rolling in, I found I couldn’t
turn them down. I moved over to the law firm
side, and within 3 years, I had changed firms
again. I was the managing bankruptcy paralegal,
and one of the most trusted employees for my
managing attorney at the time, Glen Rubin who
is now Managing Partner of Rubin Lublin.
We worked together to build up his practice,
and eventually, Glen asked me to implement a
new case management system for the entire default services department. That was a turning
point in my career, and the point when I finally
stopped saying I wanted to get a job using my
Japanese. I learned not only how to implement
software for a law firm, but I also learned the
default process inside and out, and I got to
oversee six data conversions and a document
conversion.
In 2010, Debbie Foster, my managing partner
at Affinity Consulting Group approached me and
asked if I would like to do what I was doing (implementing and administrating software for law
firms) for a hundred firms rather than just one
firm. I took the position, and I have to admit it
was the first time I felt I had a career, and not just
a job. This position has enabled me to truly grow
as a leader, a manager, a software implementation expert, and as not only a technology consultant, but also as a process and strategic management consultant for my clients. It also gave me
the opportunity to serve as a founding member
on the WILL Leadership Team for about 6 years.
And while I may still harbor some regrets that I
probably won’t ever use my Japanese in my job, I
wouldn’t change my path for the world!
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FINDING
THE ABILITY
IN DISABILITY
BY KATHRYN DELEEUW
VP CLIENT RELATIONS
PHILLIP A NORMAN PC
KATHRYN.DELEEUW@NORMANATTORNEY.COM
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I was just about done with the job application. The last question was,
“Do you have disabilities?” Defensively I thought, “Why do YOU need
to know? How do YOU score points from MY disabilities?” Flooded
with shame and resentment I checked “No” and angrily slapped my
laptop shut. I wanted this job, but now I began to panic. What if I must
pass tests for this job? My mind raced. I knew I would do amazing
things in this role, but I wouldn’t pass a case study. They would think
I was dumb and invite me to leave the interview. Discouraged at the
imaginary outcome of a meeting I hadn’t had, I leaned back, closed
my eyes, and sighed.
I thought back to my high school graduation
day. I was terrified I would lose my scholarship
because of classes I knew I would fail. Someone
put their arm around me and whispered, “Don’t
worry, maybe you’ll become a flight attendant
or something.” They meant to give me hope but
instead, filled me with despair. I missed the
Olympics by a .3-point deduction, and now it
sounded like my prospects were, “when you fail
college, maybe you’ll get a job.” I expected more
of myself, but the mountain ahead was too high,
and I didn’t have the right equipment. The future was bleak.
When I was in grade school, ADHD wasn’t a
thing. I was given IQ tests but a label on my
disabilities was never placed. I got As in things,
but failed others. At age 6, I hid in a bush on the
way to school to avoid a math test. When located hours later, my parents were relieved but
shocked. Shortly thereafter, sports became my
source of self-worth. I was put on an Olympic
trek and education became secondary.
After what I would call an unsuccessful col34 ALFN WILLed // VOL . 7 ISSUE 3

lege career (other than sports), I met a doctor
who asked to test my brain. I subjected myself
to 9 “Tests of Achievement.’ He said I had a
“Math Disorder” and “ADHD Type II.” I was in
the bottom 10% of tests like Math Fluency but
in the top 10% in “Broad Comprehension” and a
few others. I got a new perspective on my brain,
but the future was still bleak as these “labels”
felt like a scarlet D pin for “DUMMY.”
I fell into a finance job while working with
the Olympic Committee. I was asked to work
in payment processing at a bank. Sheepishly, I
accepted the role and – to my astonishment – I
was good at researching missing payments and
skilled at solving process gaps. I was promoted
to default teams and started breaking records.
Later, I was moved to leadership, but my limitations began to surface. I couldn’t show what
my teams were producing and my attempts at
PowerPoint graphs were pathetic. My leaders
understood my teams were excelling, but when
asked to show why we excelled, I failed. I would
drive home feeling like an imposter and some-

times I cried. Someone would find out I
was dumb; I just knew it.
A peer – who was exceptional at everything I wasn’t – investigated my work.
His role was to show senior leaders, very
simply, what was happening across the
enterprise. While he investigated our improvements, he said, “Nice push-pull system!” and “You applied lean methodologies!” His graphs looked magical to me. He
submitted me and my teams for enterprise
recognitions, and we won the highest honors for consecutive years.
Aspiring to be like him, I began studying Six Sigma and started to understand
the results of methodologies applied to
processes. I no longer said, “My customers
are happy because of lots of stuff.” I found,
through my blackbelt classes and teachers,
I didn’t need the brain, just the ability to
wield tools (like Excel and Minitab.) With
guidance, I obtained a blackbelt, and was

promoted to the enterprise Chief of Staff
Team at the fortune 500 company where
I worked.
My “disabilities” still get in the way daily. I’ve hidden the truth because “labels”
still feel like a scarlet D on my chest. But
it is through these challenges that I know
climbing our biggest mountain builds our
biggest muscles. I love Einstein’s quote
“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a
fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live
its whole life believing that it's stupid.” But
you know what I like more? That Einstein
once failed math.
Like me, you have likely faced defeat,
but let us never be defeated. We can
cry but never crumble. My empowering
journey included the scarlet D for Dummy, but now, with the support of many
mentors and stronger mountain climbing
muscles, my D now stands for Damn it
let's DO this!

My “disabilities”
still get in the
way daily. I’ve
hidden the truth
because “labels” still feel
like a scarlet D
on my chest.
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GETTING TO
KNOW YOU
MEET NEW ALFN MEMBERS
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BY KATHLEEN KRAMER
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
KLUEVER LAW GROUP, KKRAMER@KLUEVERLAWGROUP.COM
AND MICHELE LUBLIN
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
RUBIN LUBLIN, LLC, MLUBLIN@RLSELAW.COM

GETTING TO KNOW YOU is a new series introducing members of the
ALFN community in the hopes of encouraging more meaningful conversations and connections throughout the industry. Each WILLed edition will
highlight new individuals who are a part of ALFN via a “matching” game.
Anyone who participates will be eligible to win a prize; winner to be
announced at the next ALFN event. Attendance is not necessary to win.
Best of luck to all players!
We asked some of the ALFN’s new members (and some that recently rejoined) to provide interesting facts about themselves. Match each “Interesting Fact” to the individual you believe it represents. Vote in person at the next
ALFN conference or online at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2022NewMembers or scan the QR code below.
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NEW ALFN MEMBERS
A

LIZ POTTER
Default Servicing Sales Manager
Provana

B

TONI KLYSZ
Founder
Mortgage Legal Network

C

GARY CROCKETT
Client Relations
Carlisle, McNellie, Rini, Kramer
and Ulrich Co., L.P.A.

D

CANDICE MILLER
Fractional COO
Miller Strategic Advisory Group

E

NEERAJ MENDIRATTA
CEO
KnovaOne

F

MEREDITH LYONS
Executive Principal, Client Relations
Xome
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G

VINCENT “VIN” AVERAIMO
Partner
Barton Gilman

H

BRIAN HOOPER
Vice President, Business Strategy
Xome

I

RIDA SHARAF
CSO/SVP Operations
USRES & RES NET

J

LAURA INFANTE
Attorney (Head of Litigation Department);
Shareholder; Vice-President
Clunk Hoose

K

KEENA NEWMARK
Managing Attorney – Bankruptcy
Padgett Law Group

L

NATE EHINGER
SVP of Sales
Mortgage Connect

INTERESTING FACTS
Match each “Interesting Fact” to the individual you believe it represents.

I love reading about famous
mountain expeditions and have an
unrealistic ambition of becoming an alpine
mountaineer in the High Sierras. Even if the
only thing I’ve done on snow is snowboard
down a manicured slope.

I am an advocate for women’s self-defense
and founded the initiative “Punch and
Brunch”, a workshop teaching easy-to-apply
self-defense principles and tools, which
introduces martial arts and combat sports,
while creating an environment that fosters
female empowerment and fellowship. I have
been training Muay Thai for eight months
and am currently in fight camp preparing for
amateur exhibition fights and tournaments.

I can shake my eyes back and
forth really fast! It’s weird.

At the age of 13, I started my own
business selling soft serve cones and
sundaes during the summer on our lake
in the Berkshires.

I played the violin for many years as a teen.
During the pandemic, I picked it up again
via Zoom! As I had not played in almost 20
years, I started back as a beginner, but it’s
been very fun and challenging! I’ve been
taking lessons with children and recently did
an in-person lesson. When I showed up, they
asked who I was checking in – I said myself.
The front desk person was very confused
and said “oh, you’re the mom of a student?” I
said, nope!

I ran and operated a pizzeria and restaurant
in New York as part of my family’s business….
and yes, I can flip pizzas. I play competitive
USTA tennis matches at a 4.0 level. I was
one of several interviewers in my college
History class that attended a conference and
interviewed George H.W. Bush about the
Iraq war and Saddam Hussein.

About 14 years ago, I was in the fields
of East Texas and was bitten by a tick. As a
result, I’m allergic to beef.
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INTERESTING FACTS
Match each “Interesting Fact” to the individual you believe it represents.

I have a PhD in Chemistry which led to
various greetings among colleagues such as
“What’s up, Doc!” or “Doctor. Doctor. Doctor.
Doctor.”

I am a US Veteran who served in the Gulf
War, and was stationed all over the world
including England, Germany and California.
I’m an avid music fan. While Country music
is my “go-to”, I love all types from rap/R&B to
Bluegrass to Jazz. My dog is named after one
of my favorites, “Whiskey Hank Jr.”

I am a ‘yarnologist’ and have been for over
40 years. I knit, design patterns, crochet and
am an instructor in both.

In 1987 and 1988, I played the trombone in
a marching band at the New Year’s Day Rose
Parade which was watched by over 100,000
people in attendance and was viewed on
television by over 250,000,000 people
worldwide.

I once won a contest and got to
do the weather on the local news!
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EXPERIENCED. RELIABLE. COMPREHENSIVE.

We are excited to be the Premier Partner for
ANSWERS - ALFN’s 20th Annual Conference.

EXPERIENCED. RELIABLE. COMPREHENSIVE.

As a National Services Firm, 360 Legal
provides a comprehensive U.S. based
legal suite of services that are focused
on delivering unmatched efficiency,
accuracy, and quality while meeting
all legal and regulatory provisions.

U.S. Based eFiling
Service of Process
Investigations
Occupancy Verification
File Transfer Services
Client First Customer Service

